Abstract. We show a new method of estimating the Hausdorff measure (of the proper dimension) of a fractal set from below. The method requires computing the subsequent closest return times of a point to itself.
Introduction
Let (X, d) be a separable metric space and (T, µ) a transformation preserving a Borel, probability measure. The classical Poincaré lemma in such a setting may be stated as
n (x)) = 0 for µ-almost every x.
The historically first attempt at strengthening this result came in a paper by M.Boshernitzan [1] , namely that d(x, T n (x)) ≈ n −1/β , where β is the Hausdorff dimension of X. Precisely speaking, he gives two results, which we state now.
For a dynamical system (X, T ) preserving a probability Borel measure µ lim inf n→∞ n 1/β d(T n (x), x) < +∞ for µ-a.e. x, (1.1)
if H β (X) < +∞ and, moreover, if H β (X) = 0, then the limit equals zero. The second result from that paper states, that if the preserved probability measure µ = H β , then lim inf n→∞ n 1/β d(T n (x), x) ≤ 1 for µ-a.e. x.
(1.2)
There has been a lot of development in the area, for an introduction into quantitative recurrence see e.g. [2] .
In this paper we will be interested in showing some new bounds on the recurrence speed, we will prove a generalisation of Boshernitzan's result, but the main result is to show how to use this improved result to get an estimate from below of the (proper dimensional) Hausdorff measure of a fractal set. We will discuss this on an easy example. An upcoming paper with M. Urbański shows another (more interesting) application.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In the next section we state and prove the relevant theorems. And in Section 3 we show the new method of estimating the Hausdorff measure.
Results
Throughout this paper we will assume that (X, d) is a metric space and T : X → X a Borel measurable map; µ is a T -invariant, ergodic, probability, Borel measure on X.
We will now state the new version of Boshernitzan's estimate (1.2). This one is applicable for any Borel measure µ (and not only for µ = H β ).
Theorem 1.
With the assumptions on the dynamical system as above, for any α > 0 and for µ -almost every x ∈ X we have
Remark. Note that g(x) may be equal to 0 or +∞. The statement still holds.
The proof is divided into a few steps. First we prove Proposition 2. With the assumptions on the dynamical system as above, in addition suppose that µ ≈ H α for some α > 0 and that g := dHα dµ is bounded from above. Then for µ -almost every x ∈ X we have
Remark. Since the measures µ and H α are equivalent, then the inequality takes place also for H α -almost every x ∈ X. Note also that g is the inverse of the usually taken density.
Proof. Denote β := 1 α and c := esssup g. In order to prove this theorem we need to show that µ(D) = 0, where
Define a monotone sequence of µ-measurable sets 4) and observe that
Thus, it suffices to show that µ(D(u)) = 0 for any u > 0. Suppose the opposite:
Next, we need a small lemma on the continuity of nonatomic measures.
Lemma 3. If a measure ν is nonatomic and finite on a set Z, then
Proof. Assume the opposite, this would mean that there is a sequence of sets U i ⊂ Z, such that ν(U i ) ≥ ε for all i and lim
This implies that ν(U) ≥ ε, where
Take any y ∈ U and consider an infinite subsequence U i k of sets containing y. Then {x : x belongs to infinitely many sets U i k } = {y}, that is ν{y} ≥ ε which contradicts nonatomicity of ν on Z.
Observe now that the set Y cannot contain any periodic points, so µ is nonatomic on Y . Fix ε > 0 and take a suitable δ < u 0 from the lemma above. Because H α (Y ) > 0, there must exists a measurable, nonempty subset U ⊂ Y with diam U < δ satisfying
α ≤ H α (U) (if all subsets have the opposite inequality, then this trivially violates the definition of the Hausdorff measure). By the lemma µ(U) < ε.
From the definition of density g
Put u = µ(U) and r = diam U. We get
Indeed, if all those intersections were empty, then U k , T −1 (U k ) . . . T −n (U k ) would be separate, and the measure of the entire space would be at least µ (
Now, take n for which the intersection is nonempty and any
Using first (2.7) and (2.8), then (2.6) and the fact that u = µ(U) < ε, we get
But for ε small enough the last estimate is smaller than c β +u 0 . In other hand, x ∈ U ⊂ Y , and we arrive at a contradiction.
As the next step we will 'localize' this theorem obtaining: Proposition 4. With the assumptions as above, we have for µ -almost every x ∈ X lim inf
Remark. The density g is defined only almost everywhere, so g(x) really means
Remark. This result for X = [0, 1] (α = 1), has been proved in [3] . That proof, however, works only in a 1-dimensional space.
Proof of Proposition 4. Fix x and r > 0 and consider S(y) -the first return function to the ball B(x, r). It is easy to see that S preserves the conditional measure ν, defined as
The density of this new measure is related to the old density:
Using Proposition 2 for a system B(x, r), F | B(x,r) , ν, d| B(x,r) , S we get
Denote by n k (y) the time of k-th return of y to B(x, r). Then S k (y) = T n k (y) (y) and also
for µ-a.e. y because of the ergodic theorem. Note that the closest returns (to itself) of a point y ∈ B(x, r) for the original system have to occur within the sequence n k (y). Thus, the limit in (2.12) transforms to lim inf
(2.14) It remains to compile (2.11), (2.12) and (2.14) obtaining
Letting r → 0 we finish the proof.
And we may finally write the proof of the main result.
Proof of Theorem 1. If µ⊥H α , then the limit is zero by a result from the Introduction [1, Thm 1.2], which states that the recurrence limit vanishes if H α (X) = 0. If g(x) = ∞, then the bound on the limit is trivial. Finally the remaining case is dealt with by Cor. 4.
Hausdorff measure by recurrence
The aforementioned results show that the behaviour of the recurrence is governed by the Hausdorff measure of the space. We may try to use this backward: if one can compute/estimate the lower limit, then this gives as some information on the Hausdorff measure.
More precisely, recall that our main theorem gives the following
Thus, if we can show that the lower limit on the LHS is positive, then we will get the lower bound on the density (and so on the Hausdorff measure of the space). Note that a priori we may take any map on the space, as long as it preserves some Borel, probability, ergodic measure µ. However, we should take a map with poor mixing properties because of a result that follows a well known definition.
Definition 5. We say that a dynamical system has an exponential decay of correlations in Lipschitz-continuous functions (denoted by L), if there exist γ ∈ (0, 1) and C < +∞, such that for all g ∈ L, all f ∈ L 1 (µ) and every n ∈ N, we have
where || · || L denotes the typical norm of the space of Lipschitz functions.
The simplified version of Theorem 3.1. from [4] states that Theorem 6. With the assumptions on the dynamical system as above, if µ ≈ H α and the system has an exponential decay of correlation in Lipschitz-continuous functions, then
Thus, the map should be slowly mixing. Typical examples of such maps include the irrational rotations on S 1 , Feigenbaum maps or the adding machine map, which we utilise below.
Our example will be the simplest possible -the one-third Cantor set. We will estimate from below the Hausdorff dimension. Also, we will apply Prop. 4, this will give us an estimation of the correct dimensional density g(x) (from below), leading to an estimation of the Hausdorff measure H β from below.
Recall that every point x in the Cantor set C has a unique coding (x n ) using only 0 and In other words -we scan the code for the first digit (x n ) equal to 0, set it to 1 and set all the previous digits (i.e. (x k ) for k < n) to 0. Usually this map is called an adding machine -this transformation is be equivalent to adding 1 to the first digit of a binary number, but digits are written in reverse. This transformation is a piecewise isometry and it preserves the Cantor measure µ (defined to be equally distributed on the cylinders). To calculate the lower limit we only need to look at the subsequent closest returns, i.e. we can ignore all n for which there exists k < n such that |T k (z) − z| < |T n (z) − z|. For the point z 0 = 0 it is obvious that those returns will occur for the powers of 2. More precisely,
for all n ≥ 0,
for all 2 n < k < 2 n+1 .
So if we take any β > 0, we might write Obviously, z 0 was not a typical point in this system. However, the general calculation is not that different. Take any point x ∈ C and look at its code -[x 1 x 2 x 3 . . .]. As before, we only need to look at iterates that are of form 2 n The point T 2 n (x) will have the first n symbols identical and the (n + 1)-st symbol will be different. What we do not control/know are the later symbols, which can lower the distance slightly, e.g. the distance
